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The Autism Embassy

the autistic colleague acting as a change agent at work



 I’m a technical safety engineer
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 Shell experiences it was build on
 what does it tell me
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I’m a technical 
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How can we normalise autism

such that it is accepted as part of everyday life
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Autism Ambassador

Autistic employee in ‘role model’
 Normalises the disability
 Creates understanding & goodwill
 Visible in the organisation
 Offers action perspective

Respected employee
Matured in his diagnosis
Strength & Vulnerability

Supported by internal network

…not about: employment



Autism Embassies

 Large organisations
 Foster diversity
 Want to support role models

Landforces*

Fontys

ABNAMRO*

VWS*
HKU NS*

Achmea*

UWV*

ING*

ASML
ProPersona

Province

UT Taxes*Canisius

Fujitsu*Shell*



Mission to earth
Identify person-organisation pairs

networks
fishbowls

Develop training
pilot generic training
develop & facilitate 50:50

Train in 4-day ambassador class
societal & non-medical views

communicate using vulnerability
use or build networks

practice & personal story 
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Marc bij Defensie
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Shell experiences it 
was build on



Where are my 1000 autistic colleagues?

unconscious 750  

denying                 200 

silent 40   

open                     10   

19



Plausible denial – viscious circles

poor image

‘smart’ 
autistics hide

no one knows
successful
autistics

‘all autistics
have 

problems’

treated as if
being normal

lower

performance

outside

skills-zone

fear of 

discovery

employing

autistics is a 
problem

no need to
accomodate

autism

luckily I        

don’t

employ
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215

528

262

81

55

156

#participants & grading of workshop
Autism as a Diversity 2012-2017 no gradingno grading

>95% >95% 
>85-95% >85-95% 
>75-85% >75-85% 

<75% <75% 



 40 workshops, 1272 participants, 319 questionaires

 personal, openness, sharing, engagement, judgemental, 
courageous, positive

 “good to hear about my colleague”, “personal stories”
 “chance for reflection”, “different framing”
 “rethink my leadership attitudes”
 “openness”, “openness” & “openness”

Responses from participants



 I needed a network to
 organise interactions  

My network
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 sensation of belonging by wide support for my approach  

 I need to understand these 1272 colleagues
 reciprocity: my ‘claim’ reinforcing their claim to space
 colleagues with social responsibilty desires & aspirations
 task negotiation in the face of disabilities is also normal

 the autism embassy works because of their belonginess

What did it tell me



{ …

Discussion


